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Abstract: Graphene, graphene oxide, reduced graphene oxide and their composites with various
compounds/materials have high potential for substantial impact as cheap photocatalysts, which is
essential to meet the demands of global activity, offering the advantage of utilizing “green” solar
energy. Accordingly, graphene-based materials might help to reduce reliance on fossil fuel supplies
and facile remediation routes to achieve clean environment and pure water. This review presents
recent developments of graphene-based semiconductor photocatalysts, including novel composites
with faceted particles, photonic crystals, and nanotubes/nanowires, where the enhancement of
activity mechanism is associated with a synergistic effect resulting from the presence of graphene
structure. Moreover, antimicrobial potential (highly needed these days), and facile recovery/reuse of
photocatalysts by magnetic field have been addresses as very important issue for future commer-
cialization. It is believed that graphene materials should be available soon in the market, especially
because of constantly decreasing prices of graphene, vis response, excellent charge transfer ability,
and thus high and broad photocatalytic activity against both organic pollutants and microorganisms.

Keywords: graphene; heterogeneous photocatalysis; antimicrobial properties; photonic crystals; mag-
netic particles; vis response; catalyst recovery; environmental purification; composite photocatalysts

1. Introduction

Graphene, one of carbon allotropes, consists of a single layer of atoms arranged in a
two-dimensional (2D) honeycomb lattice by a σ-bond. Each carbon atom, connected to
three nearest ones, contributes one electron to a conduction band, resulting in a semimetal
nature of graphene, which causes efficient electricity/heat conductivity along its sheet.
Moreover, graphene absorbs light of all visible range of solar spectrum. Its unique chemical,
physical, and mechanical properties are extraordinary and, thus, graphene is considered as
most promising material in nanomaterial science. Accordingly, graphene (G), graphene
oxide (GO) and reduced graphene oxides (rGO) have been intensively examined for
various possible applications, including electronics (transistors, transparent conducting
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electrodes, optoelectronics, quantum dots), light processing, energy conversion (fuel and
solar cells), energy storage (supercapacitor, batteries), sensors, environmental purification
(filter, adsorbent), plasmonics, catalysis, and photocatalysis.

Recently, the research on photocatalysis has been highly exploring due to the possi-
bility to use “green energy” (the sun) to drive many photochemical reactions, e.g., water
splitting, photocurrent generation, water and air purification, wastewater treatment, disin-
fections, self-cleaning and synthesis of organic compounds. Among various semiconductor
photocatalysts, titania (titanium(IV) oxide, TiO2) is probably the most widely investigated
due to high activity, stability, abundance, and low toxicity [1,2], but its application is lim-
ited due to charge carriers’ recombination and inability of visible light (vis) absorption.
In this regard, titania has been modified with different elements and species, including
doping, surface modification and coupling [3]. Accordingly, G/GO/rGO has also been
proposed for surface modification of titania (and other wide-bandgap semiconductors),
due to large specific surface area (efficient reagents adsorption), high conductivity (inhib-
ited charge carriers’ recombination), flexible structure and high stability [4–6]. For example,
hydrothermally prepared composites have shown to be quite efficient for photocatalytic
decomposition of organic compounds, e.g., bisphenol A under both UV and vis irradiation
(TiO2-rGO) [7], 4-chlorophenol under solar radiation (TiO2-G) [8], and butene in the gas
phase (TiO2-GO) [9]. TiO2-rGO, synthesized by ionothermal [10] method and laser synthe-
sis [11], is able to generate hydrogen under UV irradiation, indicating that graphene might
work as co-catalyst on titania surface similar to well-known noble metals for hydrogen
evolution. ZnO-G, synthesized by combined method of Hummers, Offeman and hydrother-
mal treatment, is efficient for degradation of cyanide in water under UV, vis, solar and
even NIR irradiation due to plasmonic properties of graphene [12]. Moreover, CO2 fixa-
tion and conversion into CH3OH under vis irradiation is possible on α-Fe2O3-ZnO/rGO,
prepared by the Hummer/redox replacement/electrochemical process [13]. Although
the composites of G/GO/rGO/wide-bandgap semiconductors are widely investigated
for various photocatalytic applications, the function of graphene has not been completely
understood yet, as comprehensively summarized by Giovannetti et al. [14]. It has been
proposed that electrons from conduction band (CB) of wide-bandgap semiconductor under
UV irradiation migrate to graphene, due to its more positive Fermi level, and thus hin-
dering recombination of photogenerated charge carriers (e−/h+), whereas the opposite
direction of electron migration is expected under vis irradiation, i.e., from photoexcited
state of graphene to CB of titania (similarly to plasmonic photocatalysis [15]).

Although the research on photocatalytic applications of graphene is quite new, many re-
ports and even review papers have already been published on graphene-based photocat-
alytic materials. Accordingly, this review presents the most interesting and novel photo-
catalysts based on graphene, such as faceted particles, 2D nanostructures and photonic
crystals. Moreover, antimicrobial properties and magnetically separable photocatalysts
have been addressed as probably one of the most prospective applications of graphene-
based photocatalysts.

2. Morphology Design of Graphene-Based Composites
2.1. The Composites of Graphene with Faceted Particles

Since the successful preparation of faceted anatase titania and demonstration of its
exceptional photocatalytic properties [16,17], the attention on the particles with exposed
high reactive facets and their role in the mechanism of photocatalysis is constantly grow-
ing [18–20]. To date, many research papers on this topic have been published. Most of them
concern faceted TiO2 [21–26], but the scientific reports about other types of photocatalysts
with faceted morphology, such as Cu2O [27,28], BiVO4 [29,30], ZnO [31], AgNbO3 [32],
Ag2MoO4 [33] and BiOCl [34,35], are also available in the literature. For example, the mor-
phology of anatase titania can be recognized as decahedron, octahedron, rod, belt and sheet
structures. Some of these morphologies are enclosed with exposed facets such as (001),
(101) and (010). The mentioned facets differ in the values of surface energy determining
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the resultant character of activity (0.90 J m−2 for (001), 0.44 J m−2 for (101) and 0.53 J m−2

for (010)) [36]. The proper tuning of the ratio of different facets might influence the overall
photocatalytic activity. In this relation, there is a still important challenge to prepare faceted
particles with design ratio between facets.

The intrinsic property of graphene, i.e., high electron conductivity, influences the
photocatalytic activity of semiconductor particles through interaction between graphene
and semiconductor at the interfaces. Taking into consideration the photocatalysts in the
form of faceted particles and their composites with graphene, one can expect the synergistic
effect of high reactive facets and an enhancement of electron transfer process to improve
photocatalytic activity. Jiang et al. started the research on TiO2/G composites consisting of
graphene and anatase with exposed (001) facets [37]. It has been proposed that the superior
photocatalytic activity of prepared composites results from high charge separation rate
because of an efficient electron transfer in the frame of semiconductor-graphene interface.
Similarly, excellent activity has been reported by Zhao et al. on a novel core-shell-structure
(G-wrapped Pt/TiO2, Figure 1), in which anatase nanocrystals with co-exposed (001) and
(101) facets improve the separation of photogenerated charges, and thus enhance the
photocatalytic efficiency [38]. The wrapped rGO sheets as an efficient electron acceptor
and transporter is not only one positive of graphene, but also the surface hydroxyl groups
and extended π bonds are beneficial to enhance the adsorption and activation of reagents,
e.g., CO2. It has been proposed that rGO(shell)-Pt-TiO2(core) ternary composites might
promote the vectorial electron transfer (TiO2→Pt→rGO), enhancing the separation of
charge carriers [38].
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Figure 1. Preparation procedure and photographs of (Pt/TiO2)@rGO photocatalysts: (a) the schematic graph for the
two-step synthesis of supported Pt NPs and wrapping rGO shells on the surface of TiO2 nanocrystals; (b) the digital
photograph and (c) SEM images of TiO2, Pt/TiO2 and (Pt/TiO2)@rGO. Reprinted with permission from [38] after slight
modification. Copyright 2018 Elsevier.

Another promising interaction including additional presence of structural titania
defects has been observed by Wang et al. [39]. The rGO-wrapped titania nanocrystals
(TiO2 NCs@RGO) with oxygen vacancies (Vo) and Ti3+ defects have been synthesized by
electrostatically wrapping GO around TiO2 NCs, following by thermal annealing at 400 ◦C
(Figure 2). It has been found that the photocatalytic activity of TiO2 NCs@RGO is 2.4 times
higher than that of TiO2 NCs for degradation of methyl orange. It has been proposed that
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the improvement of photocatalytic activity is possibly caused by better charge separation
at the interface of TiO2 NCs and rGO layer, and enhanced optical absorption at vis range
due to new donor levels inside titania bandgap, i.e., the defects, such as Vo and Ti3+ [39].
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Figure 2. Schematic illustration for synthesis of TiO2 NCs@RGO composites (RGO–rGO). Reprinted
with permission from [39]. Copyright 2014 John Wiley and Sons.

Liu et al. have prepared G-wrapped TiO2 hollow core-shell structures, in which titania
core is composed of mutually independent exposed (001) and (101) faceted nanocrys-
tals [40]. This photocatalytic system has been used for simultaneous oxidative degradation
of Rhodamine B and reduction Cr(VI). The observed photocatalytic efficiency, compared
with pure TiO2 microspheres and P25 (Figure 3a), has been explained by Z-scheme mech-
anism (2nd generation Z-scheme), in which rGO acts as solid-state electron mediator,
as shown in Figure 3b. Under irradiation, electrons are photoexcited from valence bands
(VBs) of faceted titania nanocrystals ((001) and (101)) to their individual conduction bands
(CBs). Then, rGO provides pathways for the photogenerated electrons from CB of (101)
facets (possessing less positive potential) to VB of (001) facets (possessing less negative
potential), and thus resulting in efficient separation of charge carriers with better redox
properties, i.e., electrons in CB of (001) and holes in VB of (101) facets [40].
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fore, Ag-Cu2O/rGO photocatalyst has shown high photocatalytic activity and stability 
during photodegradation of phenol under vis irradiation [41]. 
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of Cr(VI) and Rh B in a Z-scheme photocatalytic system consisting of rGO and titania nanocrystals with exposed (001)
and (101) facets under stimulated solar light irradiation. Reprinted with permission from [40]. Copyright 2016 Creative
Commons Attribution.

The research approaches on coupling of graphene with faceted particles have not
been limited to faceted titania, but also other metal oxides, such as polyhedral Cu2O
and BiVO4, have been investigated. For example, Wei have obtained a ternary rGO-
wrapped octahedral Ag-Cu2O (Ag-Cu2O/rGO) photocatalyst [41]. In the proposed novel
heterostructure, Cu2O octahedra are decorated with dense silver NPs, and wrapped with
thin rGO nanosheets (Figures 4 and 5). It has been proposed that both Ag and rGO act as
acceptor of photo-excited electrons from Cu2O, improving the separation of electron-hole
pairs, and thus decreasing their recombination possibility. Furthermore, the incorporation
of rGO does not only suppress the recombination of charge carriers, but also prevents the
agglomeration of Ag NPs. Moreover, Ag NPs could also enhance activity due to the surface
plasmon resonance at vis range of solar spectrum (plasmonic photocatalysis). Therefore,
Ag-Cu2O/rGO photocatalyst has shown high photocatalytic activity and stability during
photodegradation of phenol under vis irradiation [41].
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ets exposed, and rGO layers conformally covering polyhedron surfaces to form well-de-
fined rGO/BiVO4 composite (Figures 6 and 7) [42]. The as-prepared rGO/BiVO4 photocata-
lyst has shown obviously enhanced efficiency of charge separation and improved ability 
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ite. Reprinted with permission from [41]. Copyright 2018 Elsevier.

In the research focusing on BiVO4, Wang et al. have presented rGO/BiVO4 composites
with maximized interfacial coupling by completely covering of BiVO4 polyhedrons with
rGO sheets by an evaporation-induced self-assembly process. In rGO/BiVO4 composites,
BiVO4 polyhedrons have a well-defined truncated bipyramid morphology with (040) facets
exposed, and rGO layers conformally covering polyhedron surfaces to form well-defined
rGO/BiVO4 composite (Figures 6 and 7) [42]. The as-prepared rGO/BiVO4 photocatalyst
has shown obviously enhanced efficiency of charge separation and improved ability of
surface adsorption, resulting in significantly higher photocatalytic activity.
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with rGO layer uniformly attached on BiVO4 forming a wrinkled surface, and (c,d) TEM images of
rGO/BiVO4 exhibiting a tight contact between BiVO4 and the rGO layer (about 2 nm). Reprinted
with permission from [42]. Copyright (2014) ACS.

2.2. Titania-Graphene Composites (Not Faceted Titania)

In addition to faceted titania particles, other titania samples with different morpholo-
gies have been widely studied for modification with G/rGO/CO, such as nanotubes,
nanowires, nanofilms, etc. For example, Wang et al. have prepared photoelectrode com-
posed of titania nanotube arrays (NTAs) modified with ultra-thin G nanosheet (rGO/TiO2),
as shown in Figure 8. It has been found that the hybridization of ultra-thin rGO nanosheets
has resulted in negative shift of the flat band potential of titania, improving efficiency of
charge separation and causing the superior photoelectrocatalytic (PEC) performance [25].
Additionally, it has been shown that much higher degradation efficiency of phenol is
achieved on rGO/TiO2 photoelectrode than that by photocatalytic (PC) and electrocatalytic
(EC) processes, suggesting that photoelectric synergy effect is obtained over rGO/TiO2
photoelectrode [43].
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Pan et al. have employed the hydrothermal method to synthesize titania nanowires
(NW), and then fabricate G/TiO2 nanowire nanocomposite (GNW) [44]. The reference
samples, i.e., graphene-titania nanoparticles (NP) and nanocomposite (GNP), have also
been prepared for comparative study on the resultant properties and photocatalytic per-
formance of obtained photocatalysts. It has been found that by graphene incorporation,
GNP and GNW have better performance than their counterparts. Additionally, uniform
dispersion of titania on graphene is critical for the photocatalytic effect of the compos-
ite (Figure 9). More importantly, it has been shown that NWs, in comparison with NPs,
have more uniform dispersion on graphene with less agglomeration, resulting in better
direct contact between titania and graphene, and hence further improvement in charge
carriers’ separation and transportation. The adsorption ability of GNW is also higher than
that of GNP. It has been found that the relative photocatalytic activity of GNW is much
higher than that of GNP, and pure NWs and NPs photocatalysts.
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Another morphological form of titania has been used by Wang et al., i.e., mesoporous
titania (m-TiO2) as a shell of sandwich-structured r-GO/AuNP/m-TiO2 hollow hybrids [45].
The photocatalyst, prepared by the combination of sol-gel and self-assembly methods
(Figure 10), exhibits large surface area and superior adsorption ability. It has been proposed
that high photocatalytic performance is attributed to the porous nature of the hybrid shells,
enhanced charge separation and visible-light absorption by r-GO and AuNPs, and thus
indicating that the introduction of r-GO and AuNPs improves the photocatalytic activity
of titania.
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2.3. Graphene-Based Photonic Crystals

Photonic crystals (PCs) are periodic optical nanostructures with unique characteristics
that affect the propagation of photons, resulting in efficient light harvesting of solar radi-
ation (UV, vis and IR). The most important property of PCs is the formation of photonic
bandgap (PBG), at which electromagnetic waves are strictly forbidden to propagate at
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certain frequencies, resulting from the periodicity of refractive index (n) within the materi-
als [46]. Consequently, the effect of slow photons (reduction of photons’ group velocity)
is observed at both shorter and longer edges of PBG wavelengths due to the multiple
scattering of photons within the nanostructure.

In recent years, the composites of PCs with graphene-based materials (G, GO, rGO)
have been explored for numerous applications, such as switch [47], electronic and opto-
electronic devices [48–51], sensors [52,53], surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) [54],
and photocatalysis [47,55,56], as exemplary shown in Table 1.

Various nanostructures of graphene-based PCs have been designed and fabricated,
including one-dimensional (1D), e.g., graphene nanolayers stacked and embedded between
dielectric materials [57], two-dimensional (2D), e.g., nanocavities [58], periodic cylindrical
holes in multilayered graphene [30], and three-dimensional (3D), e.g., inverse opal PCs
(IO-PCs). According to various theoretical models that have been reported, PBG positions
could be varied according to the thickness of dielectric layer [59] and by altering the
chemical potential of graphene [9,30] for both 1D and 2D graphene-based PCs.

Usually, 1D-PC structures consist of layers made from material with high-refractive
index arranged periodically over the 1D structure of material with lower refractive index.
The 1D PCs are commonly utilized in biosensing for biomolecular detections due to their
distinct changes in resonance behavior once the binding/interaction between the target
compound and PC occurs [60,61]. Graphene-based 1D PC has been identified as a good
biosensor candidate due to its strong interaction with light, as proved by a theoretical study
conducted by Sreekanth et al., where about 14-fold higher sensitivity has been obtained for
graphene-based PC than that for SPR-based biosensor [53] since the latter might lose the
sensitivity due to damping in optical waves [62].

In recent theoretical study by Pourmahmoud and Rezaei, it has been revealed that
dielectric coupled with layers of graphene shows additional stopband apart from Bragg’s
PBG, known as “graphene PBG” [51]. Interestingly, the changes in incident angle of
irradiation of the 1D PC do not exhibit significant differences in the PBG width, which
is in contrast to any 3D inverse opal (IO) PC, where the stop band position varies in
dependence on the angle of incident light [63,64]. However, in contradiction to studies by
Pourmahmoud and Rezaei, it has been shown that graphene layer deposited on SiO2 1D
PC exhibits an enhanced absorption [65].

Table 1. Graphene-modified PCs: preparation, properties and performance.

PCs Loading Method Applications Findings Ref.

(GQD)-TiO2 film TiO2 immersion in
GQD suspension

SA degradation;
λ > 400 nm enhanced activity [55]

α-Fe2O3/graphene spin coating and
thermal treatment

ICPE measurement;
Xe lamp 2.6-fold higher than reference [66]

graphene - optical absorption enhanced abs. [49]

graphene PC fiber - optoelectronics stronger broadband response [50]

α-Fe2O3/GIO carburization; nickel
oxide IO and CVD PEC water splitting 1.4-fold higher photocurrent den. [67]

rGO/Pt/3DOM TiO2
immersion and

calcination to form r-GO
MO degradation;

λ > 420 nm; 4-fold increase [68]

TiO2@
rGO@Au

immersion and
calcination

PEC water splitting;
300-W Xe lamp

2-fold
enhancement [69]

IO-SnO2/G
microspheres

immersion and
calcination

MO degradation
300-W Hg lamp;

λ = 365 nm
enhanced activity [70]
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Table 1. Cont.

PCs Loading Method Applications Findings Ref.

graphene - biosensor 14.8 times
higher sensitivity * [53]

GO/TiO2 IO immersion in GO
nanocolloid

MB degradation
150-W Xe lamp with

305 nm and 400 nm cut
off filter

enhanced activity [71]

GO/TiO2 IO film immersion in GO
nanocolloid SERS detection lower LOD [54]

rGO/TiO2
immersion and

calcination

MB and SA
degradation

150-W Xe lamp with
305 nm and 400 nm cut

off filter

improved photodegradation [56]

NPS-IOC - organic pollutants
adsorbents excellent adsorption [72]

α-Fe2O3/GIO—coupling α-Fe2O3 with a 3D graphene inverse opal; abs.—absorption; CVD—chemical vapor deposition; den. —density;
ICPE—incident photon-to-current efficiency; LOD—limit of detection; MB—methylene blue; MO—methyl orange; NPS-IOC—3D nitrogen,
phosphorus, and sulphur co-doped graphene-like carbon nanosphere with IO structure; PEC—photoelectrochemical; rGO/Pt/3DOM
TiO2—three dimensionally ordered macroporous TiO2 with platinum (Pt) and reduced graphene oxide (rGO); SA—salicylic acid; SERS—
surface-enhanced Raman scattering; * sensitivity in comparison with SPR based biosensor.

For 2D structures, an interesting theoretical study has been performed on graphene/silver
(with surface plasmon resonance, SPR) coated PC fiber, where graphene deposition has
been identified as the promising method to prevent the oxidation of silver that might
weaken the SPR effect for the sensor efficacy [52]. It is well known that though graphene
has broad light absorption range in electromagnetic wave spectrum, the total optical
absorption is still weak and requires some aid for enhancement, e.g., from supporting
materials. In this sense, the coupling of graphene with PCs might significantly improve the
ability of optical absorption, as already reported [50]. Accordingly, introduction of single
layer of graphene into 2D PC (nanocavity) has been postulated to enhance the light-matter
interaction, as confirmed by a model study carried out by Gan et al. [58].

Controlled engineering that involves the design of IO heterostructures (3D), such as the
coupling of conductor, semiconductor [67] and plasmonic nanomaterials [48,73], has gained
attention and been considered as an efficient method to enhance the performances of
various materials, including graphene-based IO PCs, where graphene acts either as the
backbone material of PCs or co-catalyst to improve the conductivity of the overall coupled
PC-based materials.

The fabrications of graphene-based PCs, where graphene-like materials (GO/rGO)
act as co-catalysts, has been mostly carried out by immersing/dipping the IO PC into GO
colloidal suspension with subsequent post-thermal treatment (calcination) [55,68,69,71].
On the other hand, the formation of graphene-like materials as the backbone material
of IO PC requires at least three-step procedure i.e., (i) preparation of template (opal), (ii)
infiltration of opal with targeted material, and (iii) the removal of sacrificial template.
For example, the opal template has been infiltrated with precursors of dopants (N, P, S)
along with carbon (to form carbonaceous IO), and then pyrolyzed under inert conditions
in order to form multi-heteroatom-doped graphene-like carbon nanospheres IO PC [72].
It has been shown that high temperature (700–1000 ◦C) is necessary for carbonization and
carburization to fabricate graphene as the IO PC backbone material [67,74].

The role of graphene as IO PC material has been identified by Yoon et al., and some
problems, e.g., charge carriers’ recombination and slow electrons’ pathway in α-Fe2O3,
have been overcome by utilizing the advantage of PC via trapping of photons, and improv-
ing the charge carriers’ mobility via organized network [67].
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A novel ternary IO PC photocatalyst has been developed by Hua et al., consisting
of rGO, platinum (as co-catalyst) and titania as the backbone material [68]. It has been
proposed that rGO improves the charge carrier’s separation apart from enhanced light
harvesting, as illustrated in Figure 11. Similarly, Bopella et al. have postulated that the
excellent carriers’ transport (extended lifetime of electrons) by rGO in ternary photocatalyst
(rGO/Au/TiO2) and the synergistic effect between Au NP (SPR effect) and rGO for light
harvesting are responsible for the amplified incident photon-to-electron conversion effi-
ciency in the photoelectrochemical (PEC) study [69]. Diamantopoulou et al. have further
confirmed the enhanced charge carriers’ separation by rGO-functionalized on TiO2 IO
PC with the highest rate of salicylic acid photodegradation and the lowest photolumines-
cence intensity, as compared to GO-TiO2 IO (without thermal treatment) and pristine PC,
as shown in Figure 12 [56].
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One of the prerequisite aspects in the case of G/rGO-modified PCs is the loading
amount of G/rGO, which is critical for the enhancement of photocatalytic activity, and thus
an optimum amount of G/rGO loaded on PC results in the best performance. For exam-
ple, the highest photodegradation of methyl orange has been achieved in the presence
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of photocatalyst containing 0.06 wt% rGO incorporated into SnO2 IO, as compared to
bare and modified SnO2 IO containing larger content of rGO (0.15 and 0.82 wt%) [70].
This observation is valid for any materials/compounds loaded/deposited on the surface of
PCs, e.g., noble metals, indicating the importance of optimum content of modifiers, since
lower/higher content diminishes significantly the photocatalytic performances, due to
various reasons, e.g., “screening effect” [75,76].

In summary, the coupling of photonic effect (PBG from PCs) and conductivity as well
as light harvesting ability (from graphene-like materials) might result in high improvement
of efficiency and performance of advanced materials in various fields, due to the combina-
tion of enhanced optical path length and improvement of charge carrier’s separation.

3. Environmental Applications of Graphene-Based Photocatalysts
3.1. Antimicrobial Properties of Graphene-Based Composite Photocatalysts

Various antimicrobial materials have been intensively studied to protect humans,
animals, and the whole environment, including metals (e.g., silver and copper) [77–79],
titania [80–84] and organic compounds (e.g., antibiotics and chlorine compounds). Al-
though many of them have been widely applied to daily necessities, the concerns about
environmental contamination, the possible toxicity [85], antibiotic resistant bacteria (ARB),
and high costs still remain. From these points of view, carbon (graphene) compounds
might be the promising antimicrobial materials.

It should be pointed out that the study on the antimicrobial activity of graphene
species is a new topic as first report on GO/TiO2 was published by Akhavan and Ghaderi
in 2009 [86]. In this report, though GO/TiO2 composites have exhibited much higher
activity than titania, GO seems to be inactive both under UV-vis irradiation and in dark
condition and, thus, it can only accelerate the activity of titania. In 2010, the same authors
have proposed that graphene nanosheets in the form of nano-walls have shown bactericidal
activity both for gram-negative (Escherichia coli) and Gram-positive (Staphylococcus aureus)
bacteria (several percent to several tens of percent survival) with RNA effluxes, and rGO
has higher activity than GO [87]. Since then, many studies have been performed and even
summarized in some review papers and, thus, in this section, only the recent reports are
presented (summarized in Table 2) and discussed.

Table 2. Graphene compounds for microbial disinfection.

Sample Preparation Method Experimental Conditions Findings Ref.

GO
G

HM (GO)/
GO red. by Allium cepa

extract (G)

PA; Streptococcus sp.,
Staphylococcus sp., E. coli or

P. aeruginosa.
activity: GO > G [88]

GO sonication of commercial GO
to reduce sample polydispersity CC; E. coli or S. aureus low conc.: enh. growth; high conc.:

inh. growth. [89]

GO
rGO

graphite oxidation by BaM (GO)
and BrM (rGO)

CC; E. coli cultured in LB or
NB media

in LB 35% and 45% CFU red.;
in NB 80% and 85% CFU red.
for GO and rGO, respectively

(24 h)

[90]

rGO
graphite oxidation by

KMnO4 (GO);
GO red. by L-ascorbic acid (rGO)

Fluorescence analysis
using GFP-labelled E. coli

in NaCl no effect;
in NB inh. growth (nutrient ads.) [91]

CS@GO

HM (GO);
GO and CSCl mixing,

evaporating, freeze-drying
(CS@GO).

CC; E. coli or S. aureus 96% inhibition for 0.6% GO;
stable after 3 times (>90%) [92]

ads.—adsorption; BaM—Bangal method; BrM—Brodie Method; CC—colony-counting method; conc. —concentration; CS—chitosan; enh.—
enhanced; HM—Hummers’ method; inh.—inhibited; LB—Luria-Bertani; MH—Mueller-Hinton; NB—nutrient broth; PA—photoabsorption
measurements by UV/vis at 500–600 nm; red. —reduction.
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For example, it has been shown that GO exhibits higher bactericidal activity than
graphene (prepared by the reduction of GO by Allium cepa extracts), possibly due to the
typical aggregation of graphene [88]. The concentration of GO significantly influences the
bacterial viability, i.e., at low concentrations, GO forms floating scaffolds, which enhances
bacterial growth, whereas at high concentrations, GO forms scaffolds, which inhibits
the bacterial growth [89]. Moreover, it has been suggested that the morphology of GO
membrane (roughness, sharpness, and curvature) is important for bactericidal effect, i.e.,
the rougher or sharper the membrane is, the higher is bactericidal activity [93,94].

Interestingly, it has been shown that culture media influence the bactericidal effect [90,91].
For example, bacteria are inactivated on GO and rGO (ca. 45 and 35% inhibition at 24 h
for GO and rGO, respectively) in Luria–Bertani (LB) medium due to oxidative stress (the
deficiency of Mg2+ and Ca2+ ions), but antibacterial effect is negligible in Mueller–Hinton
(MH) medium (with 5–10 higher concentration of Mg2+ and Ca2+ ions) [90]. Gusev et al.
have proposed that rGO has no direct bacterial toxicity, i.e., rGO does not show the bacteri-
cidal activity in physiological saline solution, even though the aggregation of bacteria and
rGO is observed, resulting in the efficient removal of live/dead bacteria by filtration [14].
Moreover, inhibited growth of bacteria in nutrient broth (NB) medium has not been caused
by antibacterial activity of rGO, but only because of the adsorption of nutrients on rGO (no
cell damages) [91].

It should be mentioned that carbon (not necessary in graphene form) could be also
responsible for bactericidal activity. For example, practically same antibacterial activity
has been achieved on graphene (rGO)- and carbon-modified titania samples (prepared by
same method via laser synthesis) both in the dark and under vis irradiation (three times
higher activity under vis than that in the dark) [11]. Interestingly, both samples show also
almost the same activity for oxidative decomposition of organic compounds under UV and
vis irradiation, whereas rGO/TiO2 sample exhibits much higher activity only for evolution
of hydrogen under UV irradiation, indicating that graphene might work as co-catalyst for
hydrogen evolution.

A total of three main mechanisms of bactericidal action of graphene and its compounds
have been considered, as follows: (i) the cell membrane damage [87,95], (ii) oxidative stress
by reactive oxygen species (ROS) [96], and (iii) charge transfer [97]. It should be pointed
out that, generally, the efficiency of antimicrobial agents for organisms is quite different not
only for different categories (e.g., mammalian and bacteria), but even among the species of
the same genera (e.g., Aspergillus niger and A. melleus). Indeed, Nguyen et al. have clearly
shown different response for different fungi to G/GO, where G inhibits the growth of
A. flavus, whereas A. niger is inhibited by GO, indicating that G and GO have different
toxicity mechanisms against fungi (e.g., hyphae cell wall damage, and changes in synthesis
of enzymes) [98].

Further applications of graphene materials have been examined for the microorgan-
isms that cause chronic wounds and disease (due to prolonged inflammation, persistent
microbial infections and multispecies drug-resistant microbial biofilms). For example,
antimicrobial and antibiofilm properties of GO against bacterial wound pathogens, such as
S. aureus, Pseudomonas aeruginosa, and yeast Candida albicans, have been elucidated, and it
has been considered that the interactions between GO and microorganisms, i.e., hydrogen
bond interactions between carbonyl and hydroxyl groups abundant in polysaccharides
and GO and π-π interactions between DNA and RNA bases and graphenic domains in
GO, result in the inhibition of microorganisms’ aggregation and adhesion on the sur-
faces [99]. Interestingly, different from the direct killing of microorganisms by GO, it has
been proposed that poly(ethylene glycol-amine)-derivatized GO nanosheets (PEG-GO)
can stimulate and activate macrophages (M1 and M2) and more efficient phagocytosis of
C. albicans is observed than that on unstimulated GO, indicating the possibility of avoiding
some chronic infectious diseases [100].

Moreover, GO modification with organic compounds that possess the antimicrobial
activity and biocompatibility have been intensively studied very recently, e.g., chitosan
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(CS) [92,101–103], curcumin [104,105], antimicrobial agents (isoniazid (INH), amikacin
(AMK) and linezolid (LZD), lincomycin hydrochloride (LMH), chloramphenicol (CPC) and
gentamycin sulfate (GMS) [106,107]) and dyes [108]. Chitosan exhibits high biocompati-
bility, biodegradability and antibacterial properties [109]. The possible mechanism of the
antibacterial activity is based on the assumption that the positively charged amino group in
CS could interact with negatively charged components on the surface of bacterial cells [110].
Chitosan-modified GO (CS@GO) significantly inhibits the bacterial survival (ca. 96% of
inhibition) with good stability during three cycles of experiments (above 90%), and impor-
tantly, CS@GO shows higher effect than reference samples, i.e., CS or GO [92]. In addition,
chitosan-polyethyleneimine (PEI)-graphene oxide (GO) nanocomposite removes also the
heavy metals (Cr(VI), Cu(II), and Pb(II)), nitrate and bacteriophage [103]. It has also been
reported by Ramasamy et al. [108] that the alizarin (AZ), the dye known as anti-biofilm
formation agent [111,112], has conjugated on GO (AZ-GO), which results in the inhibition
of biofilm formation of C. albicans. Additionally, the treatment of C. albicans-infected nema-
tode (Caenorhabditis elegans) with AZ-GO has caused an increase in the survival of C. elegans.
Accordingly, the presence of GO stabilizes the conjugated antimicrobial agents and gives
higher activity than agents themselves.

The nanohybrids of graphene with metals and metal oxides have also been proposed
in order to obtain the efficient antimicrobial agents, e.g., Ag [113–117], Ti [118], NiO [119],
ZnO [120–123] and TiO2 [124–126], as summarized in Table 3.

Table 3. Graphene-based composites with metals and metal oxides for microbial disinfection.

Sample Preparation Method Experimental
Conditions Findings Ref.

GO-Ag AgNO3 aq. added to GO
under constant stirring DD; E. coli or S. aureus conc. dependent inhibition

zone; E. coli > S. aureus [113]

GO
Ag-GO

HM (GO); GO, PVP,
α-D-glucose, Ag/NH3 at

45 ◦C.

EEAA, NR, LDH, ROS;
AMNRLW

Ag-GO > GO, dec.
EEAA/NR, LDH release and

ROS generation
[115]

AgNPs/TETA-GO

HM (GO)/
self-assembly

using TETA as a
bridging agent

CC; E. coli or S. aureus MIC: 0.125 mg/mL (E. coli),
0.25 mg/mL (S. aureus) [127]

PVA/AgNPs-GO

HM (GO)/
Ag+ red. on PVA-GO by

L-ascorbic acid
EUCAST; E. coli or

S. aureus
2 wt% Ag—4 log red.
E. coli/S. aureus (24 h) [128]

GO/CS/TiO2

HM (GO)/
GO dropwise into CS,

TiO2 addition

DD, L/D; B. subtilis and
A. niger

inh. colony formation;
most active

GO:CS:TiO2 = 1:20:4
[129]

Cu2O-TiO2/rGO USR followed by WI

DD and MIC; S. aureus,
E. coli, S. oralis,

Pseudomonas aeruginosa
under vis

bactericidal activity: S. aureus
> P. aeruginosa ≈ E. coli >

S. oralis.
[124]

AMNRLW—Aquatic microorganisms in natural river/lake water; CC—colony-counting method; conc. —concentration; CS—chitosan; DD—disc
diffusion method; dec. —decreased; EEAA—extracellular enzyme activity assay; enh.—enhanced; EUCAST—EUCAST dilution method;
HM—Hummers’ method; inh.—inhibited; L/D—live/dead fluorescence assay; LDH—lactate dehydrogenase; MIC—minimum inhibitory
concentration; NR—nitrification rate; red.—reduction; ROS—reactive oxygen species, USR—ultrasonic reduction WI—wet impregnation.

Silver deposition on GO/rGO significantly enhances the antimicrobial activity (against
E. coli, S. aureus, oral pathogens C. albicans, Lactobacillus acidophilus, Streptococcus mutans,
and Aggregatibacter actinomycetemcomitans) due to the intrinsic activity of silver [113–117].
The effects for aquatic microbial communities have been studied by Ko et al. [115], and it
has been proposed that both GO and Ag-GO decrease the activity of extracellular enzymes
and generate ROS, e.g., singlet oxygen, hydroxyl radicals (•OH), super oxide anion rad-
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icals (•O2
−) and hydrogen peroxide (H2O2). It should be pointed out that though ROS

are detected only at the beginning stage for GO due to its further aggregation, Ag-GO
generates ROS continuously for 48 h, indicating that Ag-GO has high stability in natural
water. Luo et al. have shown that uniformly deposited Ag NPs on triethylenetetramine
(TETA)-functionalized GO (TGO) show significant antimicrobial efficiency for both gram-
positive and gram-negative bacteria with higher efficiency against the latter [127]. Similarly,
poly(vinyl alcohol)/Ag NPs-GO (PVA/AgNPs-GO) nanocomposite, fabricated through
one-step environmentally friendly chemical reduction method, shows bactericidal activity
towards both E. coli and S. aureus, for 2 wt% of Ag, but the composite with lower content of
silver is inactive [128]. Therefore, it has been proposed that GO stabilized metallic deposits
and organic compounds.

In addition to metal NPs, semiconductor photocatalysts, e.g., TiO2 [124–126], ZnO [120–123]
and NiO [119], have also been used for graphene modifications, as shown in Table 3.
Many studies have revealed that G/rGO/GO as a support for the photocatalysts could
enhance the charge transport (as also discussed in previous sections), resulting in improved
photocatalytic activity. Xu et al. have demonstrated that GO/CS/TiO2 composite exhibits
significant suppression of colony-forming against bacteria Bacillus subtilis and filamentous
fungi Aspergillus niger biofilm formation, despite the material does not show the cytotoxicity
against mammalian and plant cells (Figure 13) [129]. The disinfection properties of GO and
GO-based composite photocatalyst might be also enhanced by the modification with metals.
For example, copper, one of the most efficient metals against microorganisms, has been
introduced into semiconductor/GO in order to obtain enhanced activity in the dark and
vis absorption. Jiang et al. have revealed that when Cu/ZnO@rGO reacts with bacterial
cells, the composite induces the electron donor on the cell surface to react with oxygen
molecules to generate and accumulate •O2

−, causing the oxidative stress (e.g., membrane
damage and protein leakage), as shown in Figure 14 [123]. The modification of titania with
rGO improves the photocatalytic efficiency due to enhanced charge separation, hindered
charge carriers’ recombination and vis absorbance (due to the mid-gap states above the
valence band of titania) [130,131]. Interestingly, Cruz-Ortiz et al. have revealed the dom-
inant ROS formed on TiO2-rGO for the bactericidal effect, i.e., H2O2, •OH, and singlet
oxygen under UV-vis, and only singlet oxygen under vis [126]. Moreover, Cu2O-TiO2/rGO
exhibits higher antibacterial activity than bare TiO2 under vis irradiation, i.e., larger zone
of inhibition and lower MIC for both Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria [45],
which is not surprising as titania is usually inactive under vis irradiation. Whitehead et al.
have compared the antimicrobial activity of graphite, GO, ZnO-GO and Ag-GO against
E. coli, S. aureus, Enterococcus faecium and Klebsiella pneumoniae, and it has been found that
though the antimicrobial effect (determined as MIC) does not depend on the bacteria group
(gram-positive/negative), but is related to the microorganisms’ physiology [132]. Inter-
esting study has been shown by Pulingam et al. indicating that the mechanism of action
is influenced by the degree of contact between GO and bacterial cells [133]. The species
of bacteria aggregated into pairs or present as single cells (e.g., Gram-negative E. coli) are
more sensitive due to larger exposure to GO, whereas bacteria existed as clusters (e.g.,
gram-positive S. aureus) are more resistant due to the benefits from corporate life, which
means that only outer bacteria are exposed (screening effect).
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Recently, interesting application of graphene has also been shown, i.e., the laser-
induced graphene (LIG) filter, a microporous conductive graphene foam, formed by direct
photothermal conversion of a carbon precursor by a commercial CO2 laser cutter [134].
It has been shown that bacteria are captured and destroyed efficiently by Joule-heating,
reaching ca. 380 ◦C when a potential is applied.

Graphene derivates, have also been proposed as antiviral materials to fight against
pseudorabies virus (PRV), porcine epidemic diarrhea virus (PEDV), Herpes simplex virus
type 1 (HSV-1), influenza A virus (H9N2) or SARS-CoV-2 [135]. Blocking of the virus
binding sites with the graphene to prevent them from entering the target cells is the main
mechanism. It has been demonstrated that negatively charged and sharp-edged GO causes
the single-layer viral capsid damage by direct contact. High hopes are related to the
use of graphene and its composites, e.g., with metals and polymers, for development
of electrochemical, piezoelctric and Cluster Regulatory Interspaced Short Polindromic
Repeats CRISPR/Cas technology-based biosensors for sensitive, early and fast diagnosis of
virus infections.

In summary, G/rGO/GO might work as efficient antimicrobial agents, especially
when coupled with other antimicrobial agents, e.g., antimicrobial organic compounds,
metal nanoparticles and photocatalysts. Many applications of antibacterial properties of
graphene-based derivates have already been demonstrated, including bandage, gauze and
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slices, paper for food packaging, face mask, filters for purifying water or next generation
biocomposites for dental and bone implants. Therefore, it is expected that G/GO/rGO-
based materials will be available for broad application soon.

3.2. Magnetically Separable Graphene-Based Composite Photocatalysts

In recent years, the composites of graphene with magnetic particles have been inten-
sively studied for various applications, including biomedical purposes (controlled-release
drug delivery [136], nano-supports [137], protein and peptides extraction [138], biosens-
ing [139], etc.) and environmental purification (heavy metal removal [140], inorganic and
organic contaminants sorption [141,142]). Graphene, due to good electron conductivity,
high adsorption capacity and extremely high specific surface area [143], is also widely
used as photocatalytic material. The coupling of graphene with ferromagnets allows the
formation of effective material for organic recalcitrant photodegradation.

Magnetic NPs in photocatalysis could perform a dual function, i.e., as (i) a semiconductor
in heterojunction, and (ii) a material applied for post-process photocatalyst separation. In most
cases, nanoferrites are used as photocatalytically active materials since efficient separation
of photogenerated charge carriers is related to synergistic effect between two semiconduc-
tors [144]. Ferrites, as semiconductors with narrow bandgap, e.g., CuFe2O4—1.42 eV [145],
AgFeO2—1.9 eV [146], ZnFe2O4—1.68 eV [147], Fe3O4—0.1 eV [148], could be easier photoex-
cited with sunlight than graphene. Consequently, photogenerated electrons are transferred
to graphene sheets, where they take part in formation of ROS, and thus causing the degra-
dation of organic pollutants. General chemical reactions (Equations (1)–(5)) as well as
schematic mechanism of organic compounds’ degradation on G/BiFeO3 (Figure 15) are
shown below [149].

ferrite NP + hν→ ferrite NP (h+ + e−), (1)

ferrite NP (e−) + G/GO/rGO→ ferrite NP + G/GO/rGO (e−), (2)

G/GO/rGO (e−) + O2 → G/GO/rGO + O2
•−, (3)

ferrite NP (h+) + OH− → ferrite NP + •OH, (4)

organic pollutant + O2
•− + •OH→ degradation products, (5)
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Nonetheless, especially in acidic conditions, direct ferromagnet-semiconductor struc-
ture could not be stable due to photobleaching and oxidation-reduction of iron ions in
ferromagnet NPs, caused by charge carriers side reactions (Equations (6)–(9)) [150]. As a
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result, iron dissolution could cause poisoning of photocatalyst and, as a consequence,
breakdown of the heterojunction structure [151].

Fe3+ (s) + e− → Fe2+ (s), (6)

Fe2O3 + 6H+ + 2e− → 2Fe2+ + 3H2O, (7)

Fe3O4 + 8H+ + 3e− → 3Fe2+ + 4H2O, (8)

Fe2+ (aq) + h+ → Fe3+ (aq), (9)

Therefore, the junction of ferrite NPs and graphene sheets is a conceivable solution
for creating universal material with both photocatalytic activity and magnetic separability.
As photogenerated electrons migrate only from ferrite to graphene, the leaching of ions is
inhibited, and the adsorption and photocatalytic properties are increased [152,153].

In practice, ferrite-graphene hybrid photocatalysts are successfully used for degrada-
tion of organic recalcitrant chemicals, mostly dyes, e.g., methylene blue (MB) or methyl
orange (MO), but also pesticides and antibiotics [154–157]. Various types of magnetic
materials have been proposed for graphene-based heterojunction systems and mostly
spinel ferrites with general chemical formula of MFe2O4, where M is Co, Ni, Mn, Fe,
Zn, Bi, etc. [158]. Common use of those materials is mainly caused by simple sol-gel or
hydrothermal/solvothermal synthesis methods [159–161]. The structure of spinel ferrite is
based on a closed cubic oxygen lattice, in which tetrahedra and octahedra are occupied
by metal cations (Figure 16). Spinel that contains only divalent ions at tetrahedral sites is
called normal, whereas that with divalent ions at octahedral sites is called inverse [162].
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The unpaired electrons exist in most of spinel ferrites structures, which in an external
magnetic field, create the partial magnetic moments, due to their ordered orbits movement
around individual atoms. The created magnetic moments are equaled to the macroscopic
magnetic properties of magnetic material. Moreover, the existence of the magnetic domains,
i.e., areas in the material structure where partial magnetic moments are directed in one
direction, is characteristic for ferromagnets [163]. In photocatalysis, magnetic separation
is efficient for high saturation magnetization (Ms) values. Ms represents the force of
interaction between the magnetic particle and the current magnetic field. It has been
suggested that Ms value of 1 Am2/kg is enough for efficient separation [164], but there
are no many reports to support this, and thus there is disagreement between researches on
this aspect. An overview of the most widespread ferromagnets-graphene heterojunction
systems, together with their photocatalytic properties for degradation of organic pollutants,
is summarized in Table 4.

Another important issue of graphene-based magnetic photocatalysts is their recovery
after photocatalytic process and reuse in the next experiments. The aforementioned Ms
parameter, determined by means of a magnetic hysteresis loop (Figure 17), is crucial
for the evaluation of the possibility of material for external magnetic field separation.
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For unmodified spinel ferrites NPs, the saturation magnetization value fluctuates around
70-90 Am2/kg, depending on M cation type [165–167]. The Ms values decrease after
increasing the percentage of non-magnetic compound in the nanocomposite.

In the recent literature reports, even up to 9–10 reuse cycles with almost no loss in pho-
tocatalytic activity have been observed for G-based magnetic nanocomposites [146,168,169].
Recycled photocatalysts, before reusing in the next photodegradation process, are often
recovered by simple washing with demineralized water and drying [170] up to alkaline
solution treatment [171].

Table 4. Summary of selected graphene-magnetic NPs photocatalysts.

Photocatalyst Pollutants Experimental Conditions Findings Ref.

Co0.7Zn0.3ErxFe2−xO4-rGO
(x = 0.01–0.05) MB 1-h vis (Xe lamp) 100% dec.; 55% deg. [173]

AFG@MIL-101(Fe)
(amine-func. Fe3O4 wrapped

with rGO)
DIZ, ATZ pesticides HPHg (400 W, λ = 546.8);

30 ppm; 105 min

100% rem. (DIZ, alk. pH),
81% rem. (ATZ, aci. pH);

TOC rem.; 4 cycles—almost
same act.

[174]

ZnO/ZnFe2O4/N-doped G
ZnO/CoFe2O4/N-doped G

MO
MG

10-W LED (400–700 nm);
10 ppm; 70 min (MG),

140 min (MO)

99% rem.
ZnO/CoFe2O4/N-doped

G (pH 4–6).
10 cycles—almost same act.

[175]

BiFeO3-G
(G: 1–9 wt%) MO SSol (200-W Xe lamp);

10 ppm; 6 h

50% MO deg.
on BiFeO3-5%G;

e− captured by G, h+

oxidative species

[149]

Fe2O3-Fe3O4-M-G
(M—montmorillonite) MO vis (300-W Xe lamp);

20 ppm

100% MO deg. (175 min)
on Fe2O3-Fe3O4-M-G;
98.8% recycling with

magnetic field

[176]

BiFeO3-g-GNS MOMB
vis (λ ≥ 420 nm, 300-W

halogen lamps); 20 ppm;
60 min

87% deg. MB, 35.9% deg.
MO; activity increase with
increase of BiFeO3 content

on GNS

[177]

CoFe2O4-G
(G = 15–50%)

MB, RhB, MO, BL-G,
RGB

vis (500-W Xe lamp,
JB450 cut-off filter; 20 ppm;

240 min

95% deg. MB on
CoFe2O4-G(40%) [178]

MgFe2O4-G MB UV/vis; 40 min ~100% deg. MB [179]

GO/magnetite/Ce-doped
TiO2

TC
vis (300-W Xe lamp,

400-nm cut-off filter);
25 ppm; 60 min.

89.92% deg.
on MGO-Ce-TiO2;
4 cycles-decrease

activity to 60%

[180]

Fe2TiO5/rGOx
(x = 0–15%) MB vis (50-W LED); 10 ppm;

150 min

40% deg.
on Fe2TiO5/rGOx

(x = 10%)
[181]

aci.—acidic; act.—activity; alk.—alkaline; ATZ—atrazine; BL-G—active black; dec.—decoloration; deg.—degradation; DIZ—diazinon;
funct.—functionalized; GNS—graphene nanosheets; MB—Methylene Blue, MG—Malachite Green; MO—Methyl Orange; RGB—active red;
RhB—Rhodamine B; SSol—simulated solar light; TC—tetracycline.

In summary, it is clear that coupling of graphene and its composite with magnetic
particles might results in efficient, stable and easily separable photocatalyst for various
environmental application.
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4. Summary and Conclusions

This review summarizes the present state of knowledge about the structural and
application issues of the presence of graphene as an important part of composites with the
semiconducting metal oxides in their promising forms, such as faceted particles, various
morphological particulate systems and photonic crystals. The incorporation of graphene
into mentioned composites is responsible for the introduction of unique properties such as
improvement of charge carriers transfer, including exceptional enhancement of electron-
hole separation, and also the extension of light absorption properties towards visible region
of solar spectrum. Furthermore, the improvement of adsorption capacity for reagents
participating in the photocatalytic reactions, resulting from the presence of graphene
structures, is also important for an increase in the overall photocatalytic performance.
The enhancement of photocatalytic properties originates also from the synergistic effects be-
tween the presence of specified morphological form of novel photocatalysts, such as faceted
particles, nanotubes/nanowires, opal/inverse opal (slow photon effect) and graphene,
or the simultaneous presence of semiconductor modifier or semiconductors’ heterojunction
system combined with graphene. Moreover, the coupling of G/GO/rGO with ferromagnet
particles, such as Fe, Co, Zn, Bi etc. ferrites oxides, does not only increase the photocatalytic
activity due to charge carriers separation and more efficient light harvesting, but also al-
lows the recycling and reusing of the photocatalysts. Undemanding separation in external
magnetic field fits perfectly into the green chemistry trend due to limitation of post-process
photocatalysts’ waste and energy costs. Despite the fact that the number of studies on
graphene-based photocatalysts is constantly growing, some details describing the mech-
anism of their exceptional photocatalytic activities are not still entirely clear. Therefore,
more research on this topic is needed to clarify this issue, and to enable the design of
more efficient, stable and reusable photocatalytic graphene-based materials with a wide
application potential, especially in the field of environmental aspects.

For application purposes, the antimicrobial activity of graphene and its derivatives are
very attractive as they might be used in fight against viruses, bacteria (including antibiotic
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resistant strains), yeast or filamentous fungi. However, the mechanism has not been clearly
understood yet, and there are some concerns about the cytotoxicity against higher animals
and human cells. For that reason, the primary objective of follow-up study should be the
research conducted in parallel on advance scientific understanding on the mechanisms
of action at the biochemical or molecular level. A complete understanding of that issue
might create great opportunities to develop the smart bandages or wound dressing against
particular pathogens. Moreover, graphene-based materials provide a potentially promising
tool for real-time diagnostics of the pathogen population or cancer cells in each patient
that enables the development of new target therapies. Other possible applications are
engineered biomaterials with high biocompatibility and long-life medical devices, such as
body implants (teeth and bones).
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